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Wavelet spectrum and bispectrum techniques are applied to study the development of temporal
turbulence induced by a confinement toroidal magnetic field in a toroidal magnetoplasma created by
radio frequency waves. For low magnetic fields the plasma is roughly uniform and the analyzed
electrostatic linear frequency spectra are essentially determined by the driven radio frequencies.
However, by increasing the toroidal magnetic field, gradients in the plasma radial profiles and
broader frequency spectra are observed. Thus, spectral components with frequencies higher than
those injected in the plasma are excited. Moreover, this variation of magnetic field also induces
nonlinear phase coupling between low frequency coherent peaks and continuous high frequency
spectral components. © 2000 American Institute of Physics. 关S1070-664X共00兲00709-6兴

I. INTRODUCTION

quency waves, the development of temporal turbulence induced by increasing the confinement toroidal magnetic field.
For a complete characterization of plasma turbulence, we
measured density and potential fluctuations and their phases
and correlation.7,8 Thus, for the present investigation, we
projected and installed at Tokamak Chauffage Alfvén-Brazil
共TCABR兲 a system of probes, that measures simultaneously
electrostatic fluctuation and some plasma mean parameters.
Furthermore, the obtained data were treated with wavelet
spectral and bispectral estimating methods3,9,10 to determine
linear and quadratic couplings between the measured fluctuations. The wavelet analysis is adopted because the onset of
turbulence may be related to nonstationary intermittent oscillations as those observed in Ref. 6.
For the low magnetic field, we observe that plasma density and temperature profiles are roughly uniform while analyzed electrostatic linear frequency spectra are essentially determined by the driven radio frequency. However, increasing
the toroidal magnetic field, the confinement improves and we
observe gradients in the plasma profiles. Then, spectral components, with frequencies higher than those injected in the
plasma, are excited generating broader continuous frequency
spectra that indicate the onset of turbulence. Moreover, the
magnetic field enhancement also induces nonlinear phase
coupling between low frequency coherent peaks and high
frequency noncoherent spectral components. Therefore, the
reported turbulence onset caused by nonlinear couplings may
contribute to identifying the nature of instabilities and the
basic mechanisms determining edge turbulence.11,12
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II we give
a brief description of the apparatus and basic spectral analysis techniques. In Sec. III A, we describe the behavior of
density, plasma potential equilibrium, and fluctuation profiles. In Sec. III B we analyze the spectral and bispectral
characteristics of the electrostatic turbulence. In Sec. IV we
summarize the conclusions of this work.

The interest in plasma-edge turbulence in confinement
devices is based on the evidence that improvements of
plasma confinement depend on the plasma edge behavior.1,2
Remarkably, experiments show that anomalous edge particle
transport is induced by electrostatic turbulence. Thus, identifying the main characteristics of this turbulence is important, as its spectra and driven sources.
Interactions and couplings between excited fluctuations
can lead to turbulence and turbulent fluctuations can be interpreted as nonlinear wave–wave interactions of unstable
drift modes.3 Therefore, a purely linear analysis is unable to
explain how electrostatic waves, initially unstable in a limited frequency range, can generate a turbulent spectrum extended over a broader range of frequencies. Thus, nonlinear
wave interactions have been investigated by performing
bispectral analyses. This procedure reveals several important
fluctuation couplings in the presence of turbulence, but few
investigations have dealt directly with the onset of turbulence.
Experimental work, carried out on a linear device,
showed that drift waves may destabilize, depending on the
ion gyroradius, and generate a turbulent spectrum.4 Another
experimental investigation showed that turbulence develops
in a toroidal magnetoplasma due to drift wave destabilization
by a large magnetic confinement field.5 In this last reference,
bispectral analyses revealed that nonlinear couplings may
play an important role in the development of turbulence.
However, with the performed spectral analysis, identifying
primary modes that were responsible for the generation of
other frequencies was not possible. On the other hand, in
another experiment6 in a toroidal device without plasma current, anomalous transport was associated to intermittent large
coherent vortical structures. Although drift wave instability
may coexist with flute modes, the observed coherent structures are of the flute type.
In this experiment we investigate, in a toroidal magnetoplasma 共without plasma current兲 created by radio fre1070-664X/2000/7(9)/3567/6/$17.00
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II. APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS

The experiment is performed with a hydrogen magnetized circular plasma in the toroidal device of the TCABR
tokamak 共major radius R 0 ⫽0.610 m and minor radius a
⫽0.175 m兲,13 using its facilities available for cleaning discharges. The stationary plasma is obtained by a 共16 kHz兲
radio frequency oscillator with a pulse length of 25 ms. Hydrogen pressure is 10⫺4 Pa. Typically obtained plasma edge
parameters are T e ⬍30 eV and n⬍5⫻1016 m⫺3. To study the
turbulence onset we apply two different toroidal magnetic
fields, namely, B  ⫽0.04 T and 1.00 T. There is no induced
toroidal electric field and no externally imposed toroidal
electric current. Consequently, there is no poloidal magnetic
field.
The data were collected from a multipin Langmuir
probe, inserted into the plasma through a diagnostic port,
toroidally displaced far from the poloidal limiter. The probe
system is mounted on a four bellow-operated shafts, with a
total excursion of 30⫻10⫺2 m. This probe system was composed by four tungsten cylindrical tips 5⫻10⫺3 m long and
0.6⫻10⫺3 m diameter. Two of the four pin configuration
measures the floating potential fluctuations, Ṽ f , another
measures the ion saturation current fluctuations, Ĩ si , and the
other is used in the sweep mode to determine mean density,
electron temperature and plasma potential. Neglecting the
temperature fluctuations the probes measure the plasma potential and the electron density.
The study of turbulence is based on digital correlation
techniques applied to floating potential fluctuations and ion
saturation current fluctuations. The time series measurements
are recorded using an Analogic Digital Converter 共ADC兲 in a
Versa Module Eurocard 共VME兲 board with 12 bit digitizers,
with a maximum sampling rate of 1 Mhz.
To examine the time behavior of the fluctuations we split
the data into eight consecutive segments of 1024 data points
共⬇1.02 ms兲 and we apply the wavelet analysis to each segment. We use wavelet analysis,9,14–16 which permits time
resolution of short interval data, convenient to investigate
any possible intermittent fluctuation during each single discharge. The application is based on a wavelet function set
that changes its size and position by dilatation and shifting.
Thus, the wavelets transform decomposes the experimental
time series using a wavelet basis of functions localized both
in time and frequency domains.
In this analysis we used the continuous wavelet transform based on the Morlet wavelet:16
⌿ ␣ 共 t 兲 ⫽ ␣ ⫺1/2 exp关 i2  t/ ␣ ⫺ 共 t/ ␣ 兲 2 /2兴 .

共1兲

A frequency f ⫽2  / ␣ is assigned to each scale ␣. The frequency resolution of the wavelet ⌿ ␣ (t) is ⌬ f ⫽ f /4, and the
time resolution is ⌬t⫽2 ␣ . If x(t) is the signal under analysis, the wavelet transform of x(t) with respect to a chosen
mother wavelet ⌿ ␣ (t) is defined by Ref. 16:
W x共 ␣ ,  兲 ⫽

冕

x 共 t 兲 ⌿ ␣ 共 t⫺  兲 dt,

共2兲

where ␣ is a scaling parameter and  is a time shift parameter.

We define the cross-power spectrum for two time series
x(t) and y(t):
C yx 共 ␣ ,T 兲 ⫽

冕

T

W x共 ␣ ,  兲 W *
y 共 ␣, 兲d.

共3兲

To quantify where two nonstationary fluctuating signals
are linearly correlated at a particular scale 共frequency兲 and
time location in a time-scale plane, we defined the coherence
spectrum with values in the interval 0⭐ ␥ 2xy ⭐1. When there
is a perfect linear relation at some frequency it is equal to 1.
Accordingly, the coherence spectrum was defined as

␥ 2yx 共 ␣ ,T 兲 ⫽ 兩 C yx 共 ␣ ,T 兲 兩 2 /C xx 共 ␣ ,T 兲 C y y 共 ␣ ,T 兲 ,

共4兲

where C xx and C y y are the wavelet autopower spectra of the
signal’s x(t) and y(t), respectively.
We applied the technique of an S(k, f ) spectrum17 using
wavelet auto and cross spectra and calculated S( f ) and S(k)
spectra.
To detect evidence of phase coupling between wavelet
components of different scale lengths, possibly present in
turbulence,14,16 we combined wavelet and bispectral analysis
by calculating wavelet bispectra and bicoherences between
two frequencies and their sum and difference frequencies.
Bicoherence was calculated according to the following
definitions. First, the wavelet bispectrum is
B共 ␣1 ,␣2兲⫽

冕

T

W x* 共 ␣ ,  兲 W x 共 ␣ 1 ,  兲 W x 共 ␣ 2 ,  兲 d  ,

共5兲

where the integral is taken over a finite interval T as with the
linear-wavelet spectrum. The wavelet-bispectrum measures
the amount of phase coupling that occurs between wavelet
components of scale lengths ␣ 1 , ␣ 2 and ␣ such that the sum
rule 1/␣ ⫽1/␣ 1 ⫹1/ ␣ 2 , is satisfied. Since the scale lengths
may be interpreted as inverse frequencies, the wavelet
bispectrum may be interpreted as the coupling of wavelets of
frequencies such that f ⫽ f 1 ⫹ f 2 . Then, the waveletbicoherence, substituting the scale lengths by the frequencies, is given by
关 b 共 f 1 , f 2 兲兴 2 ⫽ 兩 B 共 f 1 , f 2 兲 兩 2

冋冕
冋冕
W

⫻

冒

兩共 f 1 ,  兲W共 f 2 ,  兲兩 2d 

W

册

册

兩共 f ,  兲兩 2d  .

共6兲

The wavelet-bicoherence is usually plotted in the ( f 1 , f 2 )
plane. Representing the whole plane is not necessary, because f 1 , f 2 and their sum f must be smaller than the Nyquist
frequency, and f 1 and f 2 are interchangeable, the plot can be
restricted to f 1 ⭓ f 2 and finally the case ( f 1 , f 2 ) is identical to
the case (⫺ f 1 ,⫺ f 2 ).
A statistical noise level can be associated to waveletbicoherence in the same way as Ref. 16,

⑀ 关 b 共 f 1 , f 2 兲兴 ⫽ 兵 共 f N兲 /N min共 兩 f 1 兩 , 兩 f 2 兩 , 兩 f 兩 兲 其 1/2,

共7兲
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FIG. 1. Density radial profile for the magnetic field of 1.00 T 共a兲; the same
for plasma potential 共b兲.

FIG. 2. Normalized radial profiles for density fluctuations and magnetic
fields of 0.04 T 共*兲 or 1.00 T 共䊊兲 共a兲; the same for normalized plasma
potential fluctuations 共b兲.

where N is the number of points and f N is the Nyquist frequency.
We introduce the summed bicoherence, defined as

off-layer, the radial decay coefficients are  n ⫽⫺n/“n
⬇2.9⫻10⫺2 m, for density, and  Te ⫽⫺T e /“T e ⬇4.0
⫻10⫺2 m for electron temperature.
Figure 2 shows normalized fluctuating density 共a兲 and
potential 共b兲 profiles for the two applied magnetic fields.
Both fluctuations increase with the magnetic field, especially
at the scrape-off-layer where the equilibrium gradients are
higher. At the plasma edge, relative fluctuation values for
plasma potential are higher than for density fluctuations; we
find eṼ/kT e ⬇2 – 3(ñ/n). These values disagree with the
adiabatic condition usually assumed to describe drift instabilities that may originate the observed fluctuations. The
phase angle between V and ñ is ⬇/2 for 1.00 T, as predicted for drift waves, but is ⬇/6 for the magnetic field of
0.04 T.
For 1.00 T, the radial diffusion coefficient, D, associated
with the enhanced density fluctuations, is calculated from the
expression18 D⬇2  ⌬ f ( n ñ/n) 2 ⬇6 m2 /s, used for high coherent fluctuations with a phase angle of /2. This value is
comparable with that obtained for Bohm diffusion D B
⬇T e /(16B  )⬇1 m2 /s.

关 b 共 f 兲兴 2 ⫽ 关 1/s 共 f 兲兴 ⌺ 关 b 共 f 1 , f 2 兲兴 2 ,

共8兲

where the sum is taken over all f 1 and f 2 such that the
summation rule is satisfied, and s( f ) is the number of terms
of each f, we can obtain the total-bicoherence as
共 b 兲 2 ⫽ 共 1/S 兲 ⌺⌺ 关 b 共 f 1 , f 2 兲兴 2 ,

共9兲

where the sum is taken over all f 1 and f 2 , and S is the
number of terms in the summation. The numerical values of
the summed and total-bicoherences depend on the chosen
calculation grid, our frequency grid is of 256 points from 0
to 1 MHz, with a frequency cell of 3.9 kHz. As wavelet
analysis can be done with short data sequences, we can
verify the alterations of total-bicoherence during a discharge
time, identifying intermittent behavior.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Equilibrium and fluctuation profiles

In this work, to emphasize the influence of the confining
magnetic field on the turbulence onset, we present typical
plasma equilibrium and fluctuation radial profiles for two
toroidal magnetic fields, B  ⫽0.04 T and B  ⫽1.00 T.
Electron temperature, density and plasma potential are
estimated by means of Langmuir characteristic curves obtained by using a probe in the sweep mode. Figure 1共a兲
shows a typical density radial profile for the highest magnetic field. This profile presents a noticeable gradient at the
scrape-off-layer 共SOL兲 and is nearly uniform at the plasma
edge. In contrast, for the lowest magnetic field, the density
profile is flat in both regions. On the other hand, the potential
profile 关for the same conditions of Fig. 1共a兲兴 is shown in Fig.
1共b兲. The gradient on the plasma potential, observed in this
figure, corresponds to an electric field roughly E⬃1
⫻103 V/m, in contrast to the low value observed for the
other discharges with the lowest magnetic field. This electric
field may produce a poloidal plasma rotation affecting stability conditions.1
Density and temperature for the magnetic field of 1 T are
n⬇(2 – 7)⫻1016 m⫺3 and T e ⬇(12– 30) eV. In the scrape-

B. Onset of turbulence

Initially, we present wavelet power spectra of the measured fluctuations, for the two different toroidal magnetic
fields, B  ⫽0.04 T and B  ⫽1.00 T, at a given radial position.
The spectra analyzed for ten different radial positions have
the same main characteristics. Calculations are done on the
samples after high-pass digital filtering with a cutoff frequency of 1.5 kHz.
Figure 3 shows frequency power spectra of ion saturation current fluctuations 共a兲 and floating potential fluctuations
共b兲, for a time interval of 1.02 ms at r/a⫽0.85 and magnetic
fields of 0.04 T or 1.00 T. The frequency spectra are broad
and extend up to 60 kHz. The low frequency prominent
peak, corresponding to the energy transmitted by the radio
frequency oscillator, does not depend on the applied magnetic field, whereas for the continuous high frequency spectra the fluctuation level increases with the magnetic field.
The main characteristics of these spectra, obtained for the
mentioned time interval, do not change during a pulse.
The enhancement of high frequency components for the
1.00 T field is also identified in Fig. 4 that shows the time
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FIG. 3. Frequency power spectra for ion saturation current fluctuations, for
magnetic fields of 0.04 T 共- - - -兲 or 1.00 T 共
兲, for a time interval of 1.02
ms at r/a⫽0.85 共a兲. The same for floating potential fluctuations 共b兲.

resolved contour plot of the wavelet spectrum 共during a
single discharge兲 for potential fluctuations at r/a⫽0.85 for
the magnetic field of 0.04 T 共a兲 or for 1.00 T 共b兲.
Figure 5 shows radial profiles of the mean coherence
between potential and ion saturation current fluctuations corresponding to the prominent peaks in the spectrum range of
20–40 kHz 共excluding the radio frequency driving peak兲, for
the two applied fields. In this frequency range, coherence is
high and frequency independent for both fields. Therefore,
this high linear coherence suggests that potential and density
fluctuations have the same driving energy sources. Besides,
we also estimate from the phase angle spectra, for the prominent coherent peaks, average poloidal wave numbers k⬇2
⫻102 m⫺1 共for B  ⫽0.04 T兲 and k⬇6⫻102 m⫺1 共for B 
⫽1.00 T兲. Therefore, the wave number increases with the
magnetic field as expected for drift waves.1 We estimate also
the relevant parameter for the drift wave like turbulence b
⫽k  ⬇2 共for B  ⫽0.04 T兲 and b⬇4⫻10⫺1 共for
B  ⫽1.00 T兲, where  is the ion gyroradius at the electron
temperature, obtaining values compatible with those that appear in the drift wave literature.1,4
To study the transition to turbulence in the obtained toroidal magnetoplasma, we use wavelet-bispectra14,16,19 to
identify evidence of quadratic interactions between the measured fluctuations 共for the two applied magnetic fields兲. To
examine how these interactions are spread in frequencies, we
estimated the wavelet bicoherence, the summed, and the total

FIG. 4. Time resolved contour plot of the wavelet spectrum for potential
fluctuations at r/a⫽0.85 for the magnetic field of 0.04 T 共a兲; the same for
the magnetic field of 1.00 T 共b兲.
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FIG. 5. The mean coherence radial profile between potential and ion saturation current fluctuations for the magnetic field of 0.04 T 共*兲 and 1.00 T
共䊊兲, respectively.

wavelet-bicoherence for eight selected intervals of 1.02 ms
during the plasma pulse.
The results for the third interval and r/a⫽0.85 are in
Figs. 6共a兲 and 6共b兲. These figures show the superposition of
the summed bicoherence for the two applied fields for ion
saturation current fluctuations 共a兲 and potential fluctuations,
共b兲. For 1 T, nonlinear interactions are more significant for
potential than for density fluctuations. The coupling in higher
frequencies appears only for the highest confinement field.
As shown in this figure, the summed bicoherence values are
significantly above the statistical uncertainty.14
During a single discharge, the calculated total bicoherence for the two applied fields changes with time. For density fluctuations 共calculated at r/a⫽0.85兲 the total bicoherence, shown in Fig. 7共a兲, is similar for the two fields with
pronounced time dependence only in the initial times. Figure
7共b兲 shows the superposition of the total bicoherence for the
potential fluctuations. In this case, we observe a pronounced
time dependence only for 0.04 T. For potential fluctuations
and a high magnetic field the total bicoherence values do not
depend on the radial position.
Higher frequencies are responsible for the increase of
bicoherence. An example of this effect can be observed in
Fig. 8, where we calculated the summed bicoherence for
density fluctuations at r/a⫽1.00, B  ⫽1.00 T, for two intervals in the beginning 共a兲 and the end of a discharge 共b兲. In
the last interval the increase of the quadratic coupling is due

FIG. 6. Summed bicoherence for the time interval 共2.04–3.06 ms兲 for the
ion saturation current fluctuations, for the magnetic fields of 0.04 T 共- - - -兲
and 1.00 T 共——兲, at r/a⫽0.85 共a兲. The same for floating potential fluctuations 共b兲. The dash–dotted line corresponds to the statistical error.
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FIG. 7. Total bicoherence for ion saturation fluctuations as a function of
time for the magnetic field of 0.04 T 共*兲 and 1.00 T 共䊊兲 共a兲. The same for
plasma potential fluctuations 共b兲. The dash–dotted line represents the maximum statistical error.

FIG. 9. Total cross-bicoherence as a function of time between potential and
ion saturation current fluctuations for r/a⫽0.85 共䊊兲 or r/a⫽1.00 共*兲, for
the magnetic field of 0.04 T. Dash–dotted line represents the maximum
statistical error.

to frequencies higher than 40 kHz. Figures 8共c兲 and 8共d兲 are
the contour plots of the bicoherence for the same fluctuations
and intervals. Figure 8共d兲 clearly shows the influence of
higher frequencies in the quadratic coupling. The main nonlinear coupling is essentially in the difference frequency regions. Furthermore, the observed quadratic coupling is much
higher for B  ⫽1.00 T. This result is consistent with the previously described amplitude grow of high frequency components, as the magnetic field is increased 共Figs. 3 and 4兲. In
other words, as the magnetic field increases the frequency
spectra become broader due to energy transfer from low frequency 共including the wave produced by the radio frequency
oscillator兲 to high frequency oscillations.
The cross-bicoherence values calculated between potential and density fluctuations show higher values for plasma
positions at the plasma edge. Figure 9 compares this total
cross-bicoherence at r/a⫽0.85 共plasma edge兲 with the value
calculated at r/a⫽1.00 (SOL), for a field of 0.04 T. During
a discharge, we observed a pronounced time dependence in
both positions but the quadratic coupling is lower in the

SOL. The obtained results indicate relevant nonlinear coupling for these two kinds of fluctuations. For B  ⫽1.00 T the
cross-bicoherence values are as high as those shown in Fig. 9
but they are more uniform in space and time.

FIG. 8. Summed bicoherence for ion saturation current fluctuations at r/a
⫽1.00, for time intervals 共2.04–3.06 ms兲 共a兲; or 共7.17–8.19 ms兲 共b兲, for the
magnetic field of 1.00 T. Contour plots of the bicoherence for the same
fluctuations, magnetic field and time intervals 共c兲, 共d兲.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we describe a toroidal magnetoplasma
共without plasma current兲 created by radio frequency waves
and confined by a toroidal magnetic field. As expected, increasing this magnetic field produces a better confinement
with pronounced radial gradients in the plasma parameter
profiles. However, due to these gradients, the plasma is subject to several instabilities1,7,8 among which the density
gradient-driven instability.4,11,12 As shown in other plasma
confinement systems,4–6,20 these drift wave instabilities may
be responsible for the plasma edge turbulence observed in
the plasma studied in this work.
We analyze the rising of turbulence in the investigated
plasma by measuring density and potential fluctuation frequency spectra and bicoherence coefficients for two values
of the toroidal magnetic field 共0.04 T and 1.00 T兲.
In the regime of the low magnetic field, the plasma is
practically uniform, fluctuation levels are smaller and spectra
are significant only for predominant low frequency peaks
concentrated around the frequency of the oscillator. Moreover, the nonlinear coupling is observed only for these coherent peaks.
In contrast, in the regime of a high magnetic field plasma
parameter gradients are observed and a broad-band of high
frequency fluctuations appears superposed to the previously
mentioned low frequency components. In this regime, bicoherence analysis shows a large presence of nonlinear coupling between low and high frequency components, consistent with the observed amplitude grow of high frequency
components as the magnetic field is increased. Therefore, as
the magnetic field increases the frequency spectra become
broader due to energy transfer from low frequency to high
frequency oscillations, revealing the rising of turbulence.
The enhancement of the nonlinear coupling between
fluctuating plasma potential and density observed for the
highest magnetic field is predicted in the nonlinear electrostatic drift wave stability analysis presented in Ref. 21. Ac-
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cording to this reference, this nonlinearly cross-coupling is
more significant for the smaller radial decay coefficient  n
observed, in our experiment, for the highest magnetic field.
The application of wavelet analysis revealed that the observed nonlinear coupling between low and high frequency
components is not stationary. Indeed, as shown in Figs. 7 and
9, the nonlinear spectral characteristics change on a time
scale smaller than the time discharge. These changes suggest
that the plasma turbulence may be close to a threshold and
that excursions across this threshold result in the intermittent
variations in the level and nonlinear couplings of the turbulent fluctuations. In fact, this kind of intermittency was observed in another experiment for low-frequency electrostatic
fluctuations with a plasma produced by a steady-state discharge in a magnetized toroidal plasma6 without rotational
transform.22
The simultaneous density gradient increment and the
broadening of the frequency spectrum with the increasing
magnetic field supports the presence of drift waves in the
laboratory experiment presented here. Consequently, the development of plasma turbulence, with the increasing magnetic field, seems to be caused by a nonlinear wave–wave
interaction process between the wave generated by the radio
frequency oscillator and the drift waves associated to the
continuous high frequency spectrum.
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